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International law is an

other synonym for

international religion.

God gave Adam and

later to Noah the Seven

Nohadite Principles

[1] Belief in God as the

authority for all law.

[2] not to kill



[3] not to steal

[4] not to commit

sexual crimes

[5] not to be cruel to

animals

[6] establish legislation

and establish courts of

law



[7] Establish police

force army navy to

enforce the laws.

These are the

fundamental principles

of all laws.

Each nation or group

of nations or

universally man is free



to flesh out these

es principles providing

there exists no

discrimination on basis

of religion nationa

origin gender color of

skin diabilitvor age.T

Hamurrabi 4000 YEARS

AGO the emperor of



Mesappotomia [Iraq

Syria Iran Lebanon]

formed his code.

In 1910

archeologists

discovered 10,000 clay

tablets of his laws. They

represent the earliest



codification of the

Nohadite laws.

The Ten

Commandments are a

summary of the

Nohadite laws and an

addition to tHe Seven

Nohadite Laws, t They

clearly enumerate the



Seven laws . They add

thefll Commandment

of horing and fearing

parents[21 They

establishes two

Commandments

regarding relationship

with God [al not to

worship idols fbl not to



take the name of God

in vain. God punishes

the third and /or fourth

generation of those

individuals and their

offspring who

desecrate God's laws.

God heaps eternal

rewards and eternal life



those who obey. [31

God designates the

Seventh day as the

Sabbath . This law is

binding only for Jews.

Non Jews do not have

to observe the Sabbath

as the seventh day.
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[41 The Ten

Commandments also

include the prohibition

against perjury.

[51 They also include

the prohibition against

desiring the spouse and

or the property

belonging to an other.
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tHe Ten

Commandments do not

spell out the

prohibition against

cruelty to animals.

However, this

prohibition

nevertheless, remains

in force.
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Asa matter of fact all

the Seven Nohadite

Laws remain in force.

They are operational

even if a doubt exists if

a baby i/ viable before

they are~born, it is

considered murder to

abort them.
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All Jewish ritual laws

kosher laws Sabba Laws

Niddah laws

prohibition of sex ua

relationship with one's

wife Lfor 33days
14



following her period

until she dips in a

Mikvah or river or

ocean following the 12

days. All these laws are

operational by Divine
15



law only when we are

100% certain that there

exists a ritually

forbidden situation.

However if there exists

any doubt the
16



prohibition is only

Rabbinical. In the case

of great and dire

hardship the rabbis will

grant an exception a

dispensation to
17



Rabbinicallv forbidden

laws. If there exists a

dispute if a law is

Divinely ordained or is

only Rabbinical and

there exists a minority
18



opinion of even one

authority that rules

that the law is

Rabbinical we will

adopt the lenient

position in case of dire
19



and great suffering, if

not adopted. C r in the

case of illness even if it

is not life threatening

If it is life threatening

we will permit the
20



violation of all alws.

Saving of every human

life -regardless of

religion gender color of

skin national origin

21



disability age trumps all

laws.

The Talmud and 4

codes of Jewish jaw

represent a n

expansion of Nohadite

Principles for all people

Jews and non Jews.
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Jewish law is really

Izillion % International

law.

Greek and Roman law

borrowed 100% of all

their laws from Jewish

law. Persian Hindu and

Buddhist law borrowed

100% of all their laws.
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Babylonians Assyrians

were empires and

conquered the world.

The laws they enforced

upon their subjects all

stem from Jewish Law.

Rome conquered

England and left Roman

aw .English law
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therefore is 100% from

Jewish law. The laws of

England France Spain

Portugal all stem from

Jewish law. These

countries colonized the

North Central and

South Amerricas and

transmitted their laws.
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Thus the laws from the

Americas are realy

J ewish laws.

Internatioanl law

today 2017 represents

hodgepot of laws voted

on by nations to flatter

the Arabs and are
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1MILLI0N % ILLEGAL

NULL AND VOID.

All of these laws were

enacted to delegitimize

Jews and the State of

the Jew Israel.

Each of these laws

contradict the

experience and practice

27



of the Arab countries

since the Stae of Israe

was reborn in 1948.

The international laws

contradict the explicit

conduct of the Arab

nations against their

Jewish population.
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International law

states [11 Nations are

not permitted to

displace their

populations

All the Arab countrie

starting in 1948

expelled ovr 900,000
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Jews stole confiscated

all their property.

International law

states [21 A Nation can

not keep territory it

seized in war. -aR

These laws were
A - - - -

selectivy created to

steal from Jews Yehdah
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Samaria Golan and Old

and New City of

Jerusalem.

After Israel won these

landin 1967 to counter

the aggressive war of

the fi rbs to destry

Israel. Aj|gain in 1973

the Yom Kippur War.
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The Arabs launched

these wars in 1967

and and 1973 to

annihilate Israel and kill

all the Jews. Now the

Arabs using their

economic power gang

up in the United

NATIONS AND Secuirtv
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Council to create

"international laws" to

deligfnize Isreal's
historical right to

Yehuda Shomron Golan

Old and new city of

J erusalem They label

Israel as occupiers of

Palestinian land..
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Decembert 2016. He

organized and was the

driving force for the

Security Counci

resolution that all lands

including the Western

wall at the Temple

Mount in Jerusalem

are Palestinian lands-
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